Dehydroepiandrosterone in relation to other adrenal hormones during an acute inflammatory stressful disease state compared with chronic inflammatory disease: role of interleukin-6 and tumour necrosis factor
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Abstract

Objective: Serum levels of dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) and DHEA sulphate (DHEAS) are low in chronic inflammatory diseases, although the reasons are unexplained. Furthermore, the behaviour of serum levels of these hormones during an acute inflammatory stressful disease state is not well known.

Subjects and methods: In this study in patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state (13 patients undergoing cardiothoracic surgery) and patients with chronic inflammation (61 patients with inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD)) vs 120 controls, we aimed to investigate adrenal hormone shifts looking at serum levels of DHEA in relation to other adrenal hormones. Furthermore, we tested the predictive role of serum tumour necrosis factor (TNF) and interleukin-6 (IL-6) for a change of serum levels of DHEA in relation to other adrenal hormones.

Results: The molar ratio of serum levels of DHEA/androstenedione (ASD) was increased in patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state and was decreased in patients with chronic inflammation. The molar ratio of serum levels of DHEAS/DHEA was reduced during an acute inflammatory stressful disease state and was increased in patients with chronic inflammation. A multiple linear regression analysis revealed that elevated serum levels of TNF were associated with a high ratio of serum levels of DHEA/ASD in all groups (for IL-6 in patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state only), and, similarly, elevated serum levels of TNF were associated with a high ratio of serum levels of DHEAS/DHEA only in IBD (for IL-6 only in healthy subjects).

Conclusions: This study indicates that changes of serum levels of DHEA in relation to serum levels of other adrenal hormones are completely different in patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state compared with patients with chronic inflammation. The decrease of serum levels of DHEAS and DHEA is typical for chronic inflammation and TNF and IL-6 play a predictive role for these changes.
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Introduction

Chronic inflammatory diseases such as inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD), rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, progressive systemic sclerosis and pemphigus are characterised by a profound decrease of serum levels of adrenal androgens (1 – 6). In various chronic inflammatory diseases, we and others have observed a shift to cortisol in relation to dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) and DHEA sulphate (DHEAS) (5, 7 –11). Even short-term inflammation due to cholestasis over 5 – 12 days induced a profound shift to cortisol in relation to adrenal androgens (12). Thus, concerning shifts of adrenal hormones, chronic IBD may be a representative model for chronic inflammatory diseases. Interestingly, very similar findings can be observed in patients with long-term disease states such as HIV or syphilis infection (13, 14) or chronic heart failure (15), or in patients on intensive care units (reviewed in (16)). During an acute inflammatory response, one would expect a parallel increase of serum levels of aldosterone, cortisol and adrenal androgens due to an increase of the serum levels of the stimulating adrenocorticotropic hormone (17, 18).
the unexpected decrease of serum levels of adrenal androgens during chronic inflammation is not known. However, a decrease of serum levels of adrenal androgens may lead to a more proinflammatory disease state because DHEA has been shown to inhibit proinflammatory cytokines such as secretion of tumour necrosis factor (TNF) (19–23). On the other hand, DHEA seems to favour T-helper lymphocyte type (Th)1 reactions whereas DHEA inhibits Th2 immune responses (24). Thus, DHEA may exert an anti-inflammatory effect in Th2-driven diseases and a proinflammatory effect in Th1-driven diseases.

Steroidogenesis in the human adrenal gland consists of three major pathways: (i) mineralocorticoid production (end point aldosterone), (ii) glucocorticoid production (end point cortisol), and (iii) androgen production (end point DHEA, DHEAS and androstenedione (ASD)). The physiological roles of mineralocorticoids and glucocorticoids are well known: however, the role of adrenal androgens is currently under investigation. DHEAS is secreted in large amounts from the adrenal glands (90% of DHEAS is from the adrenal glands) (25), reflecting the adrenal production of its precursor DHEA (25). DHEAS per se has no effect, but after conversion to the biologically active DHEA in peripheral tissues, the hormone is intracellularly processed, yielding active metabolites such as testosterone and oestrogens (26, 27). As DHEAS is linearly interconverted to DHEA (28), DHEAS is the hormone pool of DHEA and is a stable serum marker for DHEA availability. In the case of decreased DHEAS serum levels, the active hormone DHEA will also decrease. DHEA is converted to ASD by the 3β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (3β-HSD) (25). ASD is an important precursor of testosterone in the follicular phase of the menstrual cycle and in postmenopausal women (25). In men, DHEA and ASD account for a significant part of testosterone in aged subjects when the testicular production is markedly decreased (25). Thus, adrenal androgens play an important role in women and men when gonadal glands undergo gradual aged-related involution. In recent years, the importance of DHEA substitution has been investigated in studies in chronic diseases such as ulcerative colitis (UC) (29), systemic lupus erythematosus (30, 31) and adrenal insufficiency (32, 33). The positive effect of DHEA has been demonstrated as a reduction of disease activity (29, 30), increase of bone mineral density (34, 35), and an improvement of well-being and mental health (32). Thus, the third major route of adrenal steroidogenesis – androgen production – may be important in inflammatory diseases due to immunomodulatory properties of DHEA or downstream hormones.

At the moment, the mechanisms for the loss of DHEA and DHEAS in chronic inflammatory diseases is mysterious. Furthermore, the behaviour of serum levels of these hormones in relation to cytokines in patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state is uncertain. In this study, we aimed to investigate DHEA hormone shifts in order to focus on distinct steroidogenic enzymes using serum levels of DHEA relative to serum levels of other adrenal hormones in patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state compared with patients with chronic inflammation (patients with IBD in an active and an inactive state of the disease). For the acute inflammatory stressful disease state, we used the model of cardiothoracic surgery because the induction of an operation is a strong stimulus for cytokine production and for activation of the systemic stress axes. Cytokine production is mainly due to the intense trauma of skin, muscles and bone with a consecutive activation of the immune system (36, 37). Activation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis and the hypothalamus–autonomic nervous system axis is due to psychological stress, cytokine release and general anaesthesia (38–40). We compared these data with age-matched and sex-matched healthy subjects (HSs). In particular, the following two hormone ratios were studied: serum levels of DHEA/DHEAS (for the sulphatase and sulphotransferase) and serum levels of DHEA/ASD (3β-HSD). Since interleukin-6 (IL-6) and TNF may play a role in modulation of steroidogenesis, we investigated whether serum levels of these cytokines can predict changes of these particular ratios.

**Subjects and methods**

**HSs**

One hundred and twenty Caucasian subjects were recruited (mean age 43.8±2.1 (S.E.M.) years), and health status was verified by means of a 33-item questionnaire. Serum levels of DHEA and DHEAS of these HSs were presented in an earlier study in another context (41). The questionnaire addressed known diseases in the past and at present, current symptoms of diseases, current medication, prior vaccination, alcohol intake, smoking habits, family history and surgical history. The questionnaire was adapted to the SENIEUR protocol (42). Our protocol established strict admission criteria for immunogerontological studies in man based on clinical information. Sixty were men and 60 were women (ten men and ten women for each decade: 15–24, 25–34, 35–44, 45–54, 55–64, 65–80 years). Fertile women were not taking contraceptives. Blood was drawn between 1000 and 1200 h, and serum and plasma were immediately stored at −80°C in adequate aliquots. Collection of these blood samples lasted about 2 years due to the strict inclusion criteria. All subjects gave written consent for further investigation of blood samples. Data of 40 men and 41 women (mean age 34.9±1.2 years) were used in an age-matched and sex-matched comparison with IBD patients.
**Patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state**

Thirteen patients undergoing elective cardiothoracic surgery due to coronary revascularisation were investigated (mean age $58.5 \pm 1.1$ years; female/male $2/11$). We used these patients because a strong immune response with pronounced elevation of IL-6 and TNF was expected. The experimental procedure was approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of Regensburg. These patients were in good condition and had apparently no infection or other condition prior to the operation which would have excluded them from surgery. All patients had a good outcome during the operation and 5 days thereafter. Blood samples were drawn before surgery (0 h), at 6 and 18 h after the start of the operation (start at 0800–0900 h). Serum and plasma were frozen in adequate aliquots and stored at $-80^\circ$C. These patients received the following drugs prior to operation: nitrates ($n = 10$), β-adrenoceptor antagonists ($n = 8$), hydroxymethylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase inhibitor ($n = 7$), angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor ($n = 6$), calcium antagonist ($n = 5$), diuretics ($n = 3$), heparin ($n = 2$), allopurinol ($n = 1$), ranitidine ($n = 1$), thyroxine ($n = 1$) and amoxicillin ($n = 1$).

**Patients with chronic inflammatory diseases**

Forty patients with Crohn’s disease (CD) and 21 patients with UC without prior glucocorticoid treatment in an active and inactive disease state were included (CD: age, mean ± S.E.M., $32.0 \pm 2.2$ years, disease duration $8.2 \pm 1.1$ years, female/male $21/19$; UC: $38.6 \pm 3.7$ years, $5.7 \pm 0.8$ years, $14/7$). Furthermore, some of these patients received budesonide (CD three, UC three), sulphasalazine (CD one, UC two) or 5-amino salicylic acid (CD 18, UC 8), and none was administered azathioprine. These patients were referred to the participating teaching hospital. All patients were clinically evaluated by a gastroenterologist, and disease activity in patients with CD was assessed using the CD activity index (CDAI) (43), and in patients with UC with the Rachmilewitz index (RI) (44). Patients with a CDAI ≤ 150 and an RI ≤ 5 were classified to have inactive disease, whereas patients with CDAI > 150 or RI > 5 were considered to have active disease. Blood samples were drawn between 0900 and 1100 h at two separate visits, when disease activity at the visit was either low or high (mean time interval between the two visits: CD $5.2 \pm 1.0$ months, UC $3.9 \pm 0.9$ months).

**Figure 1** Change of serum levels of adrenal hormones and ratios of serum levels of hormones before and 18 h after the beginning of cardiothoracic surgery in patients who required coronary revascularisation (model of an acute inflammatory stressful disease state). Open bars indicate baseline values (before surgery), and cross-hatched bars represent values 18 h after the beginning of surgery (on the intensive care unit). Serum hormones were measured by RIA or ELISA. *$P < 0.05$, **$P < 0.01$ for the difference between baseline and 18 h later.
Laboratory parameters

We used IRMA assays for the quantitative determination of serum levels of cortisol (Coulter Immunotech, Marseilles, France; detection limit 10 nmol/l) and ASD (DPC Biermann, Bad Nauheim, Germany; detection limit 0.14 nmol/l). Serum levels of DHEAS (IBL, Hamburg, Germany; detection limit 0.13 nmol/l), DHEA (Diagnostic Systems Laboratory, Webster, TX, USA; detection limit 0.2 pg/ml) and TNF (high sensitivity Quantikine; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA; detection limit 0.2 pg/ml) and TNF (high sensitivity Quantikine; R&D Systems; detection limit 0.2 pg/ml) were measured by means of immunometric enzyme immunoassays. Intra-assay and interassay coefficients of variation were below 10% in each test.

Statistical analysis

In order to assess the statistical significance of differences between values assessed at different time points in subjects with the acute inflammatory stressful disease state the non-parametrical Wilcoxon test for paired data was used (SPSS/PC for Windows, v.10.0.5; SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The same test was used for patients with CD and UC when comparing values assessed in the inactive and active disease state. Group medians in two different groups were compared by a Mann–Whitney signed rank test (SPSS). Multiple linear regression analysis was run to demonstrate the strength of the interrelation. \( \hat{b} \) represents the predicted increase of the dependent variable (expressed in standard deviation units of the dependent variable) that would be expected per standard deviation increase of the independent variables (lies between \(-1 \leq 0 \leq 1\)). The proportion of the variation of the dependent variable is given, which can be explained by the regression model using the independent variables (derived from the squared correlation coefficient R). \( P \)-values of less than 0.05 were considered to be significant and means ± S.E.M. are given.

Results

Patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state

In patients undergoing bypass surgery an acute inflammatory response of the adrenal glands 6–18 h after the start of surgery is observed (mean increase of serum levels of cytokines between 0 and 6 h for TNF 134 pg/ml, and IL-6 1300 pg/ml; mean increase of serum levels of cytokines between 0 and 18 h for TNF 35 pg/ml, and IL-6 424 pg/ml). Six and 18 h after the beginning of surgery, the operation led to a significant increase in serum levels of cortisol, ASD and DHEA but not of DHEAS (shown for 18 h in Fig. 1, upper panels). In these patients, serum levels of cortisol did not markedly change in relation to serum levels of DHEA (Fig. 1, lower panels). However, there was a strong increase of serum levels of cortisol in relation to serum levels of DHEAS and ASD (Fig. 1, lower panels). Furthermore, serum levels of DHEA significantly increased in relation to serum levels of ASD (Fig. 1, lower panels), and serum levels of DHEAS significantly decreased in relation to serum levels of DHEA (Fig. 1, lower panels). Thus, cardiothoracic surgery resulted in a relative increase of serum levels of DHEA and cortisol in relation to serum levels of ASD.

Table 1 Multiple linear regression analysis of serum levels of IL-6 and TNF (independent variables) and ratios of serum levels of hormones (dependent variable) to evaluate hormonal changes in HSSs, patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state, and patients with chronic IBD in an active and an inactive state of the disease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DHEA/ASD</th>
<th>DHEAS/DHEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HSs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute inflammatory stressful disease state (cardiothoracic surgery)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>TNF</strong> (( P &lt; 0.001 )) ( (\hat{b}: +0.720) )</td>
<td><strong>IL-6</strong> (( P &lt; 0.001 )) ( (\hat{b}: +0.462) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(( \beta: +0.751) ) for IL-6</td>
<td>(( \beta: +0.289) ) for TNF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic inflammation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td><strong>TNF</strong> (( P = 0.053 )) ( (\hat{b}: +0.308) )</td>
<td><strong>TNF</strong> (( P &lt; 0.001 )) ( (\hat{b}: +0.685) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td><strong>TNF</strong> (( P &lt; 0.001 )) ( (\hat{b}: +0.451) )</td>
<td><strong>TNF</strong> (( P &lt; 0.001 )) ( (\hat{b}: +0.708) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td><strong>TNF</strong> (( P = 0.001 )) ( (\hat{b}: +0.533) )</td>
<td><strong>TNF</strong> (( P &lt; 0.001 )) ( (\hat{b}: +0.712) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td><strong>TNF</strong> (( P = 0.058 )) ( (\hat{b}: +0.329) )</td>
<td><strong>TNF</strong> (( P &lt; 0.001 )) ( (\hat{b}: +0.793) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
or DHEAS (Fig. 1), but the relation of serum levels of cortisol to serum levels of DHEA remained stable.

In a multiple linear regression analysis, serum levels of IL-6 measured at 6 h (IL-6_{6h}) together with serum levels of TNF_{6h} as independent variables explained 83\% (R^2 = 0.83) of the variation of the ratio DHEA/ASD at 18 h (DHEA/ASD_{18h}) (Table 1). This strongly indicates that the higher the serum levels of cytokines were the higher were the serum levels of DHEA in relation to ASD_{18h} while the ratio of serum levels of DHEAS/DHEA_{18h} could not be predicted by IL-6_{6h} and TNF_{6h} (Table 1).

**Patients with chronic IBD**

In order to investigate patients with a long-standing, chronic inflammatory disease, patients with IBD were studied. CD and UC patients as compared with age-matched and sex-matched HSs had elevated levels of serum cytokines such as IL-6 (CD active/inactive 32.7±9.2/17.5±6.1, UC active/inactive 22.4±10.3/23.4±10.3, HSs 1.6±0.1 pg/ml, P < 0.01 for the difference between both patient groups and HSs), and TNF (CD active/inactive 5.0±0.4/4.4±0.3, UC active/inactive 5.7±0.8/4.7±0.5, HSs 1.8±0.1 pg/ml, P < 0.01 for the difference between both patient groups and HSs). Serum cortisol levels were similar in patients as compared with HSs although cytokine serum levels were significantly elevated (Figs 2 and 3, upper panels). Serum levels of ASD, DHEA and DHEAS were significantly lower as compared with age-matched and sex-matched HSs irrespective of disease activity (Figs 2 and 3, upper panels). In patients, serum cortisol levels were higher in relation to serum levels of DHEA and DHEAS irrespective of disease activity (Figs 2 and 3, upper panels). In patients, serum levels of cortisol were higher in relation to serum levels of ASD in active patients with CD (Fig. 2, lower panels) and all patients with UC (Fig. 3, lower panels). This indicates a marked shift in the direction of cortisol as compared with DHEA, DHEAS and ASD, particularly in patients with active disease. Furthermore, in these IBD patients, serum levels of DHEAS and DHEA were significantly lower in relation to serum levels of ASD irrespective of disease activity (Figs 2 and 3, lower panels). Serum levels of DHEAS were significantly higher in relation to serum levels of DHEA, which indicates a shift in the direction of DHEAS irrespective of disease activity (Figs 2 and 3, lower panels).

In the multiple linear regression analysis in patients with CD, serum levels of TNF explained 10\% (inactive
CD) and 51% (active CD) of the variation of the ratio of serum levels of DHEA/ASD (Table 1). In patients with UC, serum levels of TNF explained 28% (inactive) and 11% (active) of the variation of the ratio of serum levels of DHEA/ASD (Table 1). In another model, serum levels of TNF explained 47% (inactive CD) and 56% (active CD) of the variation of the ratio of serum levels of DHEAS/DHEA (Table 1). In patients with UC, serum levels of TNF explained 49% (inactive) and 67% (active) of the variation of the ratio of serum levels of DHEAS/DHEA (Table 1). This clearly indicates that elevated serum levels of TNF were associated with high serum levels of DHEA in relation to ASD and, similarly, high serum levels of TNF were associated with high serum levels of DHEAS in relation to DHEA.

Role of IL-6 and TNF for changes of DHEA in relation to other adrenal hormones in HSs

In the multiple linear regression analysis of all 120 HSs, serum levels of TNF explained 60% of the variation of the ratio of serum levels of DHEA/ASD (Table 1). In contrast, serum levels of IL-6 explained 27% of the variation of the ratio of serum levels of DHEAS/DHEA but...
serum levels of TNF did not play a role for this latter ratio (Table 1). In a separate analysis of female and male subjects, these interrelations remained highly significant (data not shown). This indicates that elevated serum levels of TNF were associated with high serum levels of DHEA in relation to ASD, and elevated serum levels of IL-6 were associated with high serum levels of DHEAS in relation to DHEA.

Discussion

This study compared the response of the adrenal glands in different inflammatory states (healthy, acute inflammatory stressful state, chronic inflammation). In the model of patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state with a marked increase of serum levels of TNF and IL-6, production of cortisol and DHEA is favoured in relation to ASD and DHEAS (Fig. 4). In this acute inflammatory situation, the anti-inflammatory properties of cortisol (45, 46) and DHEA (19–23, 47, 48) are probably important to dampen inflammation in the periphery (49). Thus, presence of these hormones is crucial for termination of the acute inflammatory state. For cortisol, this has been demonstrated in endotoxin shock models because adrenalectomy significantly increased mortality in various animal models (50–52). Mortality was significantly reduced when these animals were treated with glucocorticoids (50–52). Furthermore, adrenalectomy sensitises mice to the lethal effects of IL-1 and TNF (53). Thus, elevation of cortisol, at the expense of other adrenal hormones, will be of major importance in patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state. This is probably similar with respect to DHEA because it has been shown that DHEA can inhibit proinflammatory cytokines such as secretion of TNF (19–23). On the other hand, DHEA seems to favour Th1 reactions whereas DHEA inhibits Th2 immune responses (24). Thus, DHEA may exert an anti-inflammatory effect in Th2-driven diseases and a proinflammatory effect in Th1-driven diseases.

In the chronic inflammatory situation (here IBD), steroidogenesis is significantly changed, which always leads to severe reduction of serum levels of DHEAS, not only in patients with IBD (1–4, 6, 54). The reason for the reduction of serum levels of DHEAS and DHEA in chronic inflammatory diseases is not yet known. This present study demonstrates that the adrenal glands favour production of ASD and cortisol in relation to DHEA and DHEAS in chronic inflammatory diseases irrespective of disease activity, which is in contrast to patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state (Fig. 4). However, despite inflammation and elevated serum cytokine levels, serum cortisol levels of patients with IBD were similar as compared with HSs. Moreover, serum levels of ASD, DHEA and DHEAS were significantly lower in patients with IBD as compared with HSs. Low production of adrenal glucocorticoids and adrenal androgens in patients with IBD may be a significant risk factor for the perpetuation of these diseases because the anti-inflammatory potential of these hormones or the downstream sex hormones is absent.

Furthermore, this study attempted to delineate a predictive role of serum TNF and serum IL-6 for changes of steroid hormone levels. The hypothesis that these cytokines play a role was derived from reports which demonstrated that TNF, IL-1β, IL-6 and interferon-γ modulate steps of steroidogenesis at several levels in vitro (55–62). In our study, serum levels of TNF were positively related to increased serum levels of DHEA in relation to ASD in HSs, patients with IBD, and in patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state (Table 1, Fig. 4). This role of TNF seems to be general irrespective of the study group (healthy, acute inflammatory state, chronic inflammation). TNF is present in the cortex of the normal adrenal gland (63, 64), and our data may indicate that this cytokine is important for regulation of steroidogenesis not only in acute/chronic inflammatory patients but even in HSs. At the moment, we do not know how TNF influences the ratio of the serum levels of DHEA/ASD in healthy or acute/chronic inflammatory patients. One can speculate that a direct influence of TNF on distinct enzyme steps such as DHEA/ASD or DHEAS/DHEA is also present in vivo.

In order to investigate the latter step of adrenal androgen production (i.e. DHEAS/DHEA), we considered the relative change of serum levels of DHEAS in relation to serum levels of DHEA. This step leads not only to activation of DHEA (DHEAS → DHEA using DHEAS sulphatase) but the conversion is also necessary to maintain the sex hormone pool in the periphery in the form of DHEAS (DHEA → DHEAS using DHEA sulphotransferase). Since DHEAS can be converted to DHEA in target organs such as macrophages, the DHEAS serum pool is important for the production of downstream steroid hormones in target organs in the periphery (26–28). DHEAS is much more stable as compared with DHEA (half life in blood: 4 h vs 20 min (28)) and serum concentrations are significantly higher (5000 nmol/l vs 50 nmol/l (25)). Thus, reduction of the serum pool of DHEAS is a critical step for the overall reduction of DHEA and other downstream hormones in the periphery. We have now found that subjects with acute inflammation have lower serum levels of DHEAS in relation to serum levels of DHEA as compared with the situation before acute inflammation (Fig. 4). In contrast, patients with chronic inflammatory diseases demonstrated increased serum levels of DHEAS in relation to DHEA but these patients had overall significantly lower values as compared with age-matched and sex-matched HSs (Fig. 4). Since TNF was positively associated with the ratio of the serum levels of DHEAS/DHEA only in the chronic...
inflammatory disease, this particular cytokine can be responsible for an increase of serum levels of DHEAS in relation to serum levels of DHEA. Indeed, Hennebold & Daynes (26) have shown that TNF inhibits the sulphatase in murine macrophages. It may be that the sulphatase reaction from DHEAS to DHEA is inhibited in the periphery, particularly in chronic inflammatory diseases. The question remains whether under these conditions renal excretion of serum DHEAS is increased leading to the low serum levels of DHEAS and consequently low serum levels of DHEA. Such a loss of DHEA due to increased renal excretion of DHEAS would also explain the changed ratio of serum levels of DHEA/ASD in IBD. Thus, we believe that this study should initiate a series of investigations in various chronic inflammatory diseases in order to focus on renal excretion of DHEAS.

In conclusion, there is a huge decrease of serum levels of DHEA, DHEAS and ASD in patients with chronic inflammation, which is paralleled by nearly stable serum levels of cortisol. In these patients, it seems as if cortisol secretion is maintained at the expense of ASD, DHEA and DHEAS secretion. In contrast, in patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state, there is an increase of all measured adrenal hormones. There are markedly different hormonal response patterns and hormone shifts in patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state as compared with patients with chronic inflammation. This study further shows that only TNF is predictive for the modulation of investigated steroid cascades in chronic inflammatory diseases whereas IL-6 is only predictive in patients with an acute inflammatory stressful disease state and in HSs. From this point of view, this study points towards an important role of TNF for changes of steroidogenesis in chronic inflammatory diseases.
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